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I. INTRODUCTION 

The meso-optical Fourier t~nsform microscope (MFTM) described in the 
earlier papers ( 1,2,3] is designed for fast searching for particle tracks in nuclear 
emulsion with known orientation and dip angles. In the system (1 ] the meso
optical mirror.with ring response procluces two meso-optical images of the par
ticle track which are cm the opposite sides of the focal ring. The focusing of the 
diffracted light is taking place only in the meridional section along the radial 
coordinate. In the sagittal section of.the MFTM there is no _focusing at all and as 
was explarted in (4] MFTM in the sagittal~ection can be considered as one di-

. mensional <<pin-hole>> camera. It was also shown in (4] that the length of the 
meso-optical images· in the sagittal section of the system ( I I is equal_ to the dia
meter of the field ohiew of the MFTM. This property of the MFTM with single 
focusing enables one t~ localize spatially the end of the straight line.particle 
track in.the field of view of the MFTM. .. .. • - . - . 

The first prototype of the MFTM wHh double focusing whkh_has beeri stu
died in (5] con,ains a single cylindrical lens tpaccomplish the focusing along the 
radial coordinate. The focusing along the angular coordinate in the sagittal sec
tion of the MFTM is produced by the Fourier transform lens. The meso-optical 
images ofth~ particle tracks have the form of blurred spots. The double focusing 
gives the amelioration of the signal-to-noise ratio but needs one sacrifice - the 
observation could now be accomplished only in a small part ()f the orientation 
angles. The main drawback of the first prototype of the MFTM with double fo
cusing (51 was a very small aperture.of the single cylindricai lens used in these 
experiments: I :30. Due to this the expected resolution along the radial coordi
nate was onl/15µm. The main obstacle for increasing of this feature of thesys
tem were spherical and coma aberrations of the single cylindrical lens._ 

To ~emove this drawback of the.first prototyp_e ofthe MFTM with double 
focusing we made a spedal opjective·Vfith two cylindrical lenses to suppress the 
spherical and coma aberrations. - . . . 

.. In this paper we describe"in detail the MFTM with. double focusing. It is_ 
shown experimentally that this device enables one to get ·extre~ely high con
centration of information about the position_ of the particle· track in the nuclear 
emulsion layer and thus fo increase the signal-to-noise ratio. It is shown that 
sagittal spreading of the meso-optical images of the·particle track can be eli
minated completely in the frame of the diffraction limit. The performance of our 



new system is presented. The comparison of the MFTM with double focusing 
an~ Fourier transform microscope of the direct observation [6] has been made. 

2. FIRST PROTOTYPE 
OF THE MFTM WITH DOUBLE FOCUSING 

The first prototype of the MFTM with double focusing has been tested ex
perimentally in 1987 [5 ]. This device was oriented to particle tracks with small 
spread of their orientation angles and with negligible multiple scattering. For 
such objects we use only small part of the focal ring· and an arc of the central 
focal circle can be replaced by the tangent. Instead of mesa-optical mirror with 
ring response having toroidal working surfacewe can use simple cylindrical 
lens:This transformation of the MFTM design also suits for the case of sear
ching for particle tracks witli known orientation angle. For this aim the rotable 
platforms with two-arm optical interface [I ] was transformed into the rotating 
folk of the MFTM with one-channel photodetectors [8 ]. By means of this ro
tating folk we orient the searching for particle track with known orientation an
gle along symmetry axis of the illuminated region. The' MFTM with double fo
cusing must have the working angular interval of the order of ± 1 °, as the es
timated error• of expected orientation angle of the searching for particle track 
bcing±l~ . • . . 

. Two e~periments have been accorilplisheiin'paper [5 ). In the first one the 
mesa-optical elementin the form of simple cylindrical lens was placed near the 
crossover of the convergent light beam. The length of the mesa-optical images 
was defined by the diameter of the field of view of the MFTM and by the linear 
magnification of the cylindrical lens. In the second experiment [5, 7] theJocu
sing in the sagittal s'ection was produced by means of the Fourier transform lens. 
The cylindrical lens gave the focusing in the meridional section of the 
microscope. Both focuses have been set in the .common plane where the pick up 
system was placed. Theresolution along the angular coordinate was determi~ed 
by the width of the crossover of the.convergent light beam, whereas fo the, first 
experiment the later was equal to MD, where M is the coefficient of linear mag
nification of the cylindrical 'tens, and D is the length of the field of view.' The 
amelioration of the angular resoh1tion was equal to 120: 1. · ' '' 

The resolution along the ra.dial coordinate was defined by the apert1;1_1f of 
the cylindrical lens and the thread-off between the resolution and depth of the · 
focus. In the prototype [5) we hadl\o - 15 µm. · · 

The main drawback of the design [5] was the spherical aberrations of the 
simple cylindrical lens. To remove' this drawback we have made cylindrical ob
jective with two cylindrical lenses which minimize the spherical arid coma aber-
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. . 3. MFTM WITH DOUBLE FOCUSING 

Schematic diagram of the mesa-optical Fourier transform microscope 
(MFTM) with double focusing is shown in Fig.I. The convergent light beam.has 
an astigmatic structure: the focus in the meridional section is .in the median pla
ne of the nuclear emulsion layer I, and the focus in the sagittal section is 'in the 
plane where the pick up matrix of the read out CCD TV-camera is mounted. The 
distance between the center of the CCD matrix and the optical a~is ~f the sys~ 
tern is R. The distance between nuclear emulsion layer and Fourier transform 
plane is H. The width of the illuminated region was equal to d = 36 µm, and the 
length D :::: 3.0 mm. 

The diffracted light is transformed by the cylindrical objective 2 into the 
meso-optical image which is picked up by CCD TV camera 4. The concentration 
of the diffracted light into images spots was so high that we use neutral absorber 
filter 3. 

The cylindrical objective of our device was constructed as a projected sys
tem of two components with fixed ,distance to the object /1 = 32 mnt, and to the. 

pick up matrix of the CCD TV'-camera, /2 = 128 mm. The lin~ar magnification 

of this system was M ~ 4: l: The calculations were made according to the recom
mendations [ 10) to. suppress the 
spherical and coma aberrations. The 
expected resolution of the system is 
equal to 2,um . 

· The ray paths of the diffracted 
light in the MFTM 'with double focus
ing is shown in Fig.2 for sagittal sec
tion and for meridional section. 

Typical view of the monitor 
screen of the CCD TV-camera with 
mesa-optical image of the neon nuclei 
in one arm of the device is presented 

Fig. I. Schematic diagram or the meso-optical 
Fourier transform microscope (MITM) with do
uble focusing: I .,;,._ nuclear emulsion layer, 2 -
cylindrical objective, 3 - neutral absorber or 
the light; 4 - CCD-matrix or the TV-camera. 
Below to the ldt - section or the nuclear 
emulsion layer: single hatched region is the 
illuminated volume, double hatched. regioi1 is 
the part or the illuminated volume which sees 
one pixel 
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Fig.2. Ray paths in the MFfM with double fo
cusing: I - convergent light beam, 2 - nuclear 
emulsion layer, 3 - cylindrical objective, 4 -
pick up CCD_-matrix of.TV_-camera: "A" -:-Jn 
the sagittal cross section, "B" - in the meridi
onal cross section 

Fig.3.'Typical view of the mesa-optical image of 
Wy the . particle track with high ionization level 

(neon nuclei) on the monitor screen of the CCD 
TV-camera: Z - depth coordinate, 9ef . xy 
effective orientation angle 
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in Fig.3. The fact that in our experiments we could pick up only one meso-optical 
image instead of two in both arms of the MFTM with double focusing produces 
principal ambiguities in the interpretation of the output data. To explain this 
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Fig.4. The expected position of the mesa-op
tical image of the particle track with known 
orientation angle 8xy and dip angle 8, Only 

one arm of the device is used 

problem we show on Fig.4 the 
expected position of the meso
optical image along the angular 
coordinate of the particle track with 
known orientation angle 0 and . xy 

dip angle 0 z' Only one arm of the 

device is shown in Fig.4. 
As was explained in [ 1 ] four 

geometrical parameters which defi
ne the position of the particle track 
in 3D-space (0 y' 0 , p0·, Z ) can 

X Z 0 

be estimated in the MFTM with one 
common CCD-matrix which picks 
up the data both in the left and in 
the right arms of the MFTM with
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out any mechanical displacement of the object or MFTM. In general case the 
position of two meso-optical images in the frame of the CCD-martix is defined 
not only by the orientation angle 0 but also by the angle 'P between two meso-

.. , xy ; . . 

optical images (1 ]. For the real design of the MFTM (9] we have 
sin 'P = tg0z tga112, (1) 

where a
112 

is the angle between the central and side optical axes of the MFTM. 

In the experiments described in this papera112 = 30° and 

'P = 0.58 0 z' (2) 
, 

Thus the effective orientation angle . 

0ef = 0 +O 58 0 xy xy- · z' 
(3) 

This two-fold ambiguity of our results can be removed only by means of the 
system with two arms and with one common matrix of the CCD TV-camera . 

4. EXPERIMENTS 

The test experiments with one arm MFTM of double focusing were accom
plished for particle tracks of neon nuclei from «1» to <<8» and of shower particle 
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Fig.5. The object or the test measurements: particle tracks or high ionization level (neon nuclei) "3"
"8" and the shower particles tracks a, b, ... Four parameters or each particle track are depicted: 
transversal coordinate X, depth coordinate Z, orientation angle 8 . and dip angle 8 · 

xy · z 

tracks which arc lying to the right from the particle track <<8». The positions of 
these particle tracks, the orientation angle 0 and the dip angle 0 measured by 

• . xy z 

the manual system with ordinary microscope arc given" in Fig.5. 
The results of the measurements of Z-coordinate of these particle tracks 

made by MFTM with double focusing are shown in. Fig.6. The depth of the nuc
lear emulsion layer h = 200 µm can be decomposed into 33 pixels of CCD-mat
rix. We sec the nonhorizontal position of the nuclear emulsion layer which pro
duces an angle - l O with horizontal plane of the system. 

The results of the measurements accomplished automatjcally by the com
puter are presented in Fig. 7 in the form of 3D-plot with four parameters: effec
tive orientation angle oef, transversal (radial) coordinate X, effective depth co-

xy 

ordinate Z and the intensity of the mcso-optical signal I. The measure of the 
later was a diameter of the ball on the top of the Z-scgmcnt. We must conclude 
from Fig. 7, that the c' c"-doublet of the parallel particle tracks is not resolved 
into two components. The cause of this is the computer program which can dis
tinguish two spots on the screen of the computer monitor when they have large 
mutual distances. The same effect we sec in Fig.8 where the intensity of the 
signal as a numbe of pixels in the spot S is presented as a function of the co
ordinate X for comparator level 190. From Fig.8 we may conclude that the width 
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Fig.8. The transverse coordinate discrimination 
curve for particle tracks "b", "c'c'"' and for 
neon nuclei "3". The width of the picks is equal 
to the width of the illuminated region 

Fig. 9. The view of the resolved c' c" -doublet on 
the screen of the computer monitor 
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of the picks i~ of the order of 32 µm, but the c'c"-doublet is unresolved as in 
Fig.7;, 

Meanwhile the c' c" -doublet is i~deed a resolved one on the screen of the 
computer monitor (Fig.9) with horizontal axis as a Z-coordinate and with 
vertical axis as an eel -coordinate. The comparator level was equal to 200 when 

xy 

the noise corresponded to comparator level 150. 
The two resolved peaks of c' c' '-doublet are shown in Fig.10 in another scale 

for the same axes X and 0ef. 
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Fig.IO. The resolved peaks of c'c"-.doublet in 
the coordinate frame z, o•t 
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The cross section of the c' c' ' -

doublet along Z-axis is shown in 
Fig.I 1. We see that two peaks c' and 
c'' are well resolved for mutual depth 
distance /1Z = 60 µm. The resolution 
of the system can be estimated as 

Fig. I 1. The cross section of the c' c" -doublet 
along Z-coordinate (see text) 

oz = ± 15 µm. One pixel of CCD-
matrix corresponds to 10 µm along Z-
axis. 

The cross section of the particle 
track c' along 0ef -axis is given in 3oo 

xy 

Fig.12. We see that angular resolution 
o0~ = ± 1.2'. One pixelof the CCD- 260 

matrix corresponds to 0.54' angular 
minute. 

It is instructive to present the 220 
results of the longitudinal manual 
tracing along the particle track «f» with 
40 grains per 100 µm shown in Fig.5. lBO 

The results are given in Fig.12 as 3D-
plot with X- and Y-coordinates of the 
moving stage of the MFTM with 

I(S:~) 

c' 

G-1 =2 3' 
ox, ' 

I pixel=0,54
1 

o' s' a:~ 
attached rotating folk and with Fig.12. The cross section of the particle track c' 
intensity signal vS as a third along oi coordinate 
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Fig. I 3. Longitudinal tracing of the particle 
track «f,. (see text) 
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Fig. I 4. Inverse geometry of the observation Fig. I 5. 2D-plot of the results which were 
which is- equivalent to the Fourier transform received in the inverse geometry of the 
microscope of the direct observation observation 

coordinate. We see that the expected resolution curve h(x) and the standard 
dispersion a= 9.3 µm along X-axis arc in good agreement. 

To make the equivalent comparison of the MFTM with double focusing and 
the Fourier transform microscope of the direct_ observation we accomplish the 
control experiment with inverse position of the cylindrical objective as shown in 
Fig.14. The linear magnification of the cylindrical objective w·as equal in this 
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configuration to M 2 = 0.25 instead of M 1 = 4.0 in the main experiments. The 

resolution along Z-coordinate was equal to l!..Z - 150 µm and we cannot discri
minate the particle tracks with different Z-coordinates. The results of these me
surements with inverse geometry can be presented now in the form of 2O-plot 
(Fig.15). 

5. CONCLUSION 

The properties of the MFTM with double focusing were tested experimen
tally .h was proved that the information about the particle track in nuclear emu~
sion can be concentrated in one spot in the plane of the CCD-matrix of the TV
camera. The dimensions of this spot are of the order of 2 · 3 pixels. 

The analogous concentration -of the information were observed in the 
MFTM with single focusing [1 ] but the dimension of the corresponding spot 
along angular coordinate was equal to the length of the field of view of the 
MFTM. In our system with double focusing the corresponding dimension of the 
spot has been changed from 2. 7 mm to 40 µm or 60 times smaller than in the 
previous system [ 1 ]. . . 

The angular resolution of the MFTM with double focusing can be estimated 
as o0 = 1.3' and the resolution along the depth coordinate Z as oz= 10 µm. 
This gives 20 additional degrees of freedom along Z-coordinate in comparison to 
the Fourier transform microscope of the direct observation. The noise is sup
pressed in the same proportion. The system with two arms will have oz :::::: 7 µm 
and oX:::::: 7 µm. 
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